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Partners!' lip

The New Zealand Qualifications Authority recognises that integral to its opera-
tions, both internal and external, is the need to be responsive to the aspirations, needs and
concerns of the Maori people. The follmving will therefore he taken into account when
implementing the principles and processes contained in this document:

honouring the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi through exercising the
Authority's power of government reasonably and in good faith, so that the Maori
interests specified in die Ireaty are actively protected;

IN eliminating the gaps which exist in relation to the educational, personal, social,
cultural and econo.nic well-being of Maori people, and which do not result from
individual or cultural preferences:

11111 providing opportunities fin Maori people to develop economic activities as a sound
base for realising their aspi,..tions, to promote their sdflsufficiency and to elimi-
nate attitudes of dependency;

providing for Maori language and culture to receive an equitable allocation of
resources and a fair opportunity to develop, having regard to the contrilmtion made
by Nlaori language and culture towards the developinent of a uniqUe New Zealand
identity.

Responsiveness is an issue of equal importance both to the Maori people and other
New Zealander,, The Qualifications Authority will operate in a way that ensures that re-
sponsiveness is part of cseryday operations.
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Introduction

Increased competition in international markets, changing technologies, and new produc-
tion processes require a workforce capable of operating across traditional occupational
boundaries. Employees and management need a range of skills that allow greater adaptabil-
ity and productivity. Similarly, changes in other aspects of life, including unpaid work,
require new skills that impart greater flexibility and personal creativity.

Essential skills are those identified by the Ministry of Education in the New Zea-
land (...urriculum Framework as fundamental for learners in achieving their full potential
and participation in society. 'Fhey may be developed in different ways and learning envi-
ronments, but are transferable to new situations. There is a high level of agreement among
educators, the business community, iodustry about the set of skills that is necessary.
Clearly, the basics - communication and numeracy skills, referred to by previous genera-
tions as the three 16 are valued by everyone. Equally, there is agreement in all sectors that
such other skills as problem solving, decision making and teamwork are equally important
in contemporary society.

A number of countries are developing systems for recognising and assessing these
key skills. New Zealand has been piloting systems that document such skills. The Record me'
Achievement project has shown that it is possible to assess and report on them. The schools'
Curriculum homework positions skills alongside knowledge and understanding.

The set of skills identified in the Curriculum Framework as essential skills may,
however, be considered as part of a broader set of generic skills applicable to the whole of
education and training. Vocationallv-spectile skills. with applicability across a range of
areas of employment, can be identified. For example, skills in the management of qua!ity,
driving. and occupational health and safety are generic skills for a wide range of occupa-
tions, but are not essential skills.

It is important to determine the optinlum way in which generic skills, and the
essential skills in particular, can be incorporated into the Nuional Qualilicarnms Frame-
work.

This booklet discusses the concepts of essential and generic skills, and gives back-
ground information on why there is a need to debate related issues. Ways in which other
countries are giving emphasis to the same range of skills are examined. Many issues are
raised and. in the final sec titm, Cour alternatives for recognising essential skills in the Na-
tional Qualilhotuno knneu,ork .tre pi esented.

How to Respond
All interested pet sons, groups, and organisations are invited to respond. 'nese in-

clude sl hook tertiary education and training providers. government agencies. industry,

#;
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Nlaori and Pacific Island people, parents, learners, and the wider community. Readers might
consider a small, but representative group to discuss the issues and provide a collective

response.
The issues presented in this consultation document need careful review and analy-

sis. Respondents are invited to examine and expand them in order co provide the Qualifi-
cations Authority with a sound basis for incorporating essential and generic skills in the

National Qualifications Framework. No preferred apprc is indicated, as all alternatives

have evident advantages and disadvantages.
Respondents may care to comment on the issues raised, the alternative models

presented, or how they perceive essential skills and generic skills should be incorporated

into qualifications in their fields of interest. The insert in this booklet could be used as an
outline for your submission. It is based on the issues and models discussed later in the
booklet. The form should not restrict a response. Replies may be made in more depth and

in any format prekrred.

Responses are required by Friday II February 1994 and should be addressed to:
Essentialand Generic Skills Responses

Policy. Research and Development
New Zealand Qualifications Authority
Box 160
V'ellington

7
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Concepts

What are Essential Skills?
The tcrm essential skills has been used because it describes accurately the rwo key dements
of essential, in that all individuals should be developing the skills, and skill, as distinct from
knowledge or understanding.

Essential skills is the term used by the Ministry of Education in the New Zealand
Curriculum hamework.'lhe (*.rriculum hnmeworkapplies to all New Zealand state schools.
There are many other terms that have been used in the relevant literature to describe the
same concept, including:

Key Competencies: Core Ccmpetencies:
Core Skills: Transferable Skills:
11-ansition Skills: Enabling Skills:
Basic Skills: Foundation Skills.

The essential skills listed in the Neu. Zealand Curriculum Framework (1993) are:
Communication Skills: Numeracy Skills:

Information Skills: Problem-Solving Skills:
lanagement and (:Ompetitive Social and Cooperative Skills:

Physical Skills: Work and Study Skills.

What are generic skills?
Generie skills are skills that traverse a range of situations or occupations. While the skills
may be necessary for many occupations. they are not necessarily regarded as essential for all

New Zealanders.
develtytnent ofunit standards for the Qualificaticns Fmmeuvrk, over a number

of industries. has shown that there are a large notnber of skills generic to the workplace.
Some of these are lompr nent skills within the set of essential skills. Others would not
normally be developed in schotds. For example. skills in quality management, safety in the
cc orkplace, and negotiation are generic, but not normally p.m of a school programme.
They may be included in a post school education or training programme. The set of ge-
tierir skills will grow as mote industries join the Qualifications ktmework.

Ersential skills are skills that should be part of et,ery learner's experi ells
CU. hook, tertiat y pioviders and employers xs ill ensure that their learners are devd-
oping these skills and they will incorporate the skills within learning programmes.
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Essential skills enhance an individual's ability to function effectively as a full member of

New Zealand's society and economy.
They enable individuals to adjust more readily to future social and economic changes.

Not all the skills relate to work.
The essential skills will be progressively acquired by most learners while they are still at

school and in initial training for the workforce.
They will, however, be developed to higher levels over time and remain important

through the rest of life.

Generic skills are skills that are common to many occupations.
Tertiary providers and employers will incorporate them within specific learning
programmes.

Generic skills will be attained by many learners while they are studying at tertiary level or

through active learning on-the-job.
They will be applied in new contexts and nev, jobs :Is change occurs.

Essential and generic skills are more likely to be transferable.
Communicating in a classroom presentation, for example, may be transferred to

communicating efkctively in t!ie workplace.

Essentialand generic skills can he acquired in different conwxts.
Communications skills can he developed in a sports team, in a formal debate, in a
class or group exercise, as part of a school field trip, on the marae, or through
participating in a discussion group on improving product quality.
Safety in the workplace can incorporated in a range d occupations and indus-

tries, and in a school laboratory or workshop.

There are three major reasons for wider understanding and discussion of the concept of'

essential and generic skills. (:urriculum and assessment requirements resulting from the
Neu, Zealand Curriculum Framework are the first. The second is the need to identify essen-

tial aild generic skills arising from the developtnent of unit standards and qualifications
spanning a range of occupations..l.he third is dial similar (levelopments in the assessment

and recognition 0i-skills are occurring overseas.

Curriculum and assessment change
ln New Zealand it has been acknowledged for smite time that essential skills should be

gisen inore emphasis. I-or example, the lt)86 report of the ( .ommittee of Inquiry into
( :writ ilium. Assessment. and Qualifications in Forms S to stated:

9
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In addition to the knowledge assumed in each of these areas, a ninge iifskills that enable
students to acquire and apply their knou,ledge Prms au haegral part of the proposal of
Committee ... These include such skills as those associated with problem solving, masoning,
study, msearch, organisation, and evaluation, and creative and eyressive skills, interpersonal
skills, and pmetical skills. (Learning and Achieving. 1986 1,48)

The later reports. linnonaw's Standardv(19)0) and "linnorrow Skills (1990) rein-

force the notion of essential skills.

Skills for the New Economy
Ability to ontinue learning/adapting throughout life
Communication/interpertonal skills
Infarni,itiOn skills

Bushmss/managerial skills
li'elmology/computer skills

Linguage skills
ihinking/creatire/problem solving
Number skills

Dilfirent groups arguepr dmmatic improve:nem in the levelsql:cpecial,st 3 k ills, such
as science and maths eyertise in emerging high technology industries, but Pr New
Zealand as a u.hole to br Saccesslid in the new economy everyom needs to their level
of base generic skillc. (Thmorrow's A7 Planning ('ouncil, /990. p 5)

Record of Achievement
NeW Zealand schools ,.nd employers have for some time been interested in the ssider issue

of reporting student alhievement. A number of schools are now producing more compre-
hensive leaver documents known as Record., of Achievement. The Record contains a section
on the important skills achieved by students. The Ministry of Education conducted a pilot
on School I eaver Documentation with nine secondary schools, extended in 1992 to a
further 38 schools. The New Zealand Employers Federation has been a strong supporter
or the Record of Achievement project and has published a booklet entitled Leaving and
Achwving to pronu)te the Record of Achievement amongst its members.
Fhe skills k. heck-list ft)r the Record ofAchievement appears in Appendix I.

lhe Recoa of,lchievenumr would include:

el list 0(30'011delly schools attended (with dates) and courses take, :listed by .year

atullOrm

reports of leml of skills attained in certain important skills that (TOSS .qtbieet
InlItlarll'h's Will are likely to be ol'particular interest to parents as well as proTcc-
fire employers. /hese nught include such things a, reading skills, spoken connnu-
nh.ation written communication skills, skills in listening and Pllowing in-
,troetions, numeraq skill, in mulerstanding graphic and tabular infOrma-

indipewlem study skills, evidence of coopetation and team work, physical

'Ii
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per/in-mance skills, and problem-solviv

infi)rmation on school auwrels and respons:liilities, achievement, outside the class-
room, and comments on personal skills and qualities. (Tiamorrow's Standards.

1990, p48)

A New Curriculum for Schools
The Ministry of Education published its consultative document on the National

Curriculu,n or New Zealand in I. This proposed a curriculum model widi a set of
fundamental principles, seven essential learning areas, assessment methodsind seven es-

sential skills, embodied in clear learning outcomes known as Xitional Curriculum ()Nee-

rim. As a result of consultation the essential skills were modified and expanded.

The essential skills as finalised in the Neu' Zealand Curriculum Framework are:

Communication Skills; Numeracy Skills;

Information Skills; Problem-Solving Skills;

Self-Management and Competitive Skills; Social and C.00perative Skills;

Physical Skills;
work and Skills.

Fhe full list of descriptors for the essential skillsappears in Appendix 2. The Ncu

Zealand Curriculum Fwmework document gives additional information.

'File essential skills identified in the ,Vele Zealand Curriculum Ewmcwork are very

sinnlar to other lists developed overseas and by bodies such as the NZ Planning Council.
the New Zealand Employers' Federation and by teachers for the Xeu. /ealand Record of

Achiorment project.

The National Qualifications Framework
Ihe National Qualification., Fr,imeu.ork is currently being implemented by the New Zea-
land Qualifications Authority. It has the potential to incorporate L ari,ms aspects of the

assessment and reporting of essential skills and generic skills.

As part of its implementation of the Qualifications 1:ramcwork, the Qualilkat ions

Authority has been lkilitating the development of several thousand unit standards in a
wide range of learning domains. Shiny domains overlap to Sonic' \ dill is. skills em-

ployed in one industry sector MAUI in a range of other sectors. I 'nit standards development

has identified generic skills areas that ate required 1iir a range of qualifications.

One oldie principles oldie Qualilionimb Flameleml. is to minimise overlapping of

unit stand..rds and qualificat ions. 'Ili% requires some standaols to be portahle across differ-

ent occupations and industries. The identification agent:6c unit standards has been nec

essary to achieve a coherent hanieu.ork.
[here remains a fiutdatnental tension in dest ribing standards %%idiom 'derelice to

a speci tic industry context and placement. Me problems associated ssitlt ge'ierieskiflstitiiis

are similar. therefote. to those associated sLith essential skills.
A number of standards has e been ileveltiped .tnd registered on the ,Nirriona/ ()milt

tioitutut l.ramcumk is are geuern.Thew,shile ha ing national standing, will need to he
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reviewed against final policy decisions on essentialand generic skills. In the interim the iwre
generic standards are available for delivery by a range of industries and providers. They can
also be incorporated in qualifications.

Overseas developments
There are many Colintries pursuing the concept of essential skills. Some, like Aus:ralia and
the Cnited States. are developing fram:.'works, assessment and reporting structures that are
independent of qualifications and curriculum structures already in place. Others, and in
particular the United Kingdom, are developing skills assessment and reporting systems
that are integrated ss it h qualifications structures. None or the systems has mawred, and
many are still in the conceptual stage.

N lush of the impetus for recognising essential skills has resulted from a feeling that,
in the past, schools and tertiary providers have not emphasised or reported on the skills
necessary for their students to he successfitl in the modern workplace. Employers, likewise,
have not ckarly ciimmunicated their requirements for a changing workplace.

Aust ral i a

.l'he Firm Report (19911 in Australia introduced the concept of key competencies.' These are
eertain es.,ential thing., that .roung people need to learn in their prepamtiou jiff emplqr-
mem':

0111(.. N layer (:onintittee. formed as a response to the Finn Report, clarified the con-
cept or cmployment-related key competencies in post-compulsory education and training. It
has produced a number of discussion papers and a final report. 'I.he proposed key competen-
cies .11T:

Collecting, analysing and organising ideas and information
Expressing ideas and information
Planning and orpnising activities
Working with others and in teams
I. 'sing mathetnatical ideas and oechniques
Solving problems
1. 'sing les hnology

OnIs the last (using technology) has no equivaLit in the A'ew /caland Curriculum
Framework list of essential skills. It is, hosvever, an essential learning area in the Curriculum
lrameu.ork.

Each of the competencies is described at three levels olperformance..l'hese are not
identical to the levels in the ,Amnahan Standard, hainework, sehich is administered be the
National Training Board and ss ill form the telerense point for vosational education and
training. his ker onm/ietenhis ss ill he incoipotated into the Au,todian Standalds Frame-
work. Australia is also looking at the development of a consistent qualifications framework
spanning gencral and \ ocational edits ation.

1 2
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Proposals for assessment and reporti»g ixf the ki:y competocirs will ensure that:

assessment will follow nationally agreed principles; no national moderation
or monitoring system has been proposed;

recording of performance will be based on a common format;

reporting will occur at any tinie that it is requested by a strident in Year 1 1 /1 2

or entry-level vocational programmes;

agencies will update re ds wit:...re voting people have left formal education
and training progratymes.

Scotland
In Scotland the core skills have been identified as:

Com mull icat ion
Personal and Mterpersonal
Problem solving
Numeracy
Information technology
'rile awe skills are defined as 'Mose abilitIes [hat are limdamental in a wide oinge of

life roles and particularly in employment'IThe tertp does not rel",.1- only basic skills, but
also to °high level skills lised in higher education and demanding and omplo: occupational
roles". One or the central aims has been to produce a filmework that will systematically
incorporate these one skills in the post-compukory currIculum. The project has developed
attainment targets at three levels within the Scottish Vocational Qualifications ISVQs1,
administered by the Scottish Vocational kducation (SCOTVE( ), for each of rive
core skills.Their placement within curriculum delivery is being debated. Some advocates
favour a separate dehvciy systeln, whereas other's would prefer an integration of these skills
with traditional learning domains. ,

England and Wales
I n Lngland and Wales the corr.ikills arc defined as:

Com m unicat ion

Problem solving
Personal skills
Numeracy
Information technology
Nlodern language competenc.:
These are being incorporated in the new post-16 qualification of the ( ieneral Na-

tional Vocational Qualification (CiNVQ). It is intendedito filid ways of building core skills
into such academk qualifications as A levels,

N( 'AV*? have developed units at levels 1 to /1 in several of the con. skills areas. These

are essentially generic and free oil ontext..IIW l laces major problems in implementing

13
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in the secondary education sector, whith retains a heavy hiltis OU external ex.uni-
nations. It has 1101 heell decided how to include the (Yu/skills in A levels.

United States
The Amerior 2000 project has stimulated debate over the mle ot schooling. Attempts in the

I 980s fo improve school performance re deemed to have been largely unsUeeessliil. hue
result has been renewed involvement of 0111side grollps and business in driving school
reffirtn. lite Secretary's (:ommission on Achieving Netessary Skills (SCANS). set up by
the CS l)epartment of I hor, has developed .1 framework of skills.

he (..ollunission has listed five ( 'Im/petencio and three-part Eauwlation that to-

gether will pr"vide "mkplaec knaw-I"'w.

[he five competenchN ate:

Resourtes: Identifies, organises, plans and allotates resourt es

Hterpei sona): Works with others
Information: Atquires and uses infiwmat ion
Systems: 'nderstands complex inter-relationships

hnology: Works with a variety of 'ethnologic%

Hie three-part .ficroulation \kills are:
liasit skills: reads. ss rites, performs arithmetit and mathematical

operations, listens and speaks

Ihinking thinks t reatively, makes decisions, soives problems,
isualises, knows how to learn and reasons

l'etsonal qualities: displays responsibility, self-esteem. sot iability, self-

management, integrity ,md honesty
I hese lists are well tuganised although they may not be exhaustive or sufficient,

given that the role of St hooling is not solely to prepare students Mr work..I.hey do inditate
a in ijor %hilt in Anteritan thinking. A difficulty yet to be faced is implementing a n.nional
system olskills reporting in a country where cdtnat ion systems are locally organised.

Issues

he Qualilikations Authority %Lill need to address a number or issues before dekisions on
essential And generic skills within the Quil/ilhathrn Eid/Heil,ock are made. l'ublit response
to these issues %sill he an impot 1.1111 Wiltrilituor to the final polik y detisions.
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Is there a place for separate essential skills units in the National Qualifications

Framework?
Some essential skills are already being developed in the form or units. For example, there

are units being developed in coMmunications, numeracy and problem-solving skills for

inclusion in the National Qualificatiow Framework. This is because they are required al-

ready by some national standards bodies. 'Die issue IS to what extent all essential skills areas

should be developed as separate units.
Regrettably, it is often the case that oplv those skills that are assessed are taught in

formal education. Unless the essollialskillsare built into the A'ational Qualifications Frame-

work in some form or other, there is a risk that the skills will not be assessed or reported on.

Some woukl argue that &essential skills are important and need to be reported on,

then I hey must be developed into units Others would argue the impossibility of assessing
skills without a context and that they should be integrated into subject-related units.

Should essential and generic skills be recognised in thc National Qualifications

Framework at all levels?
The Qualificatirms kimcwork has eight levels of progression. It is doubtful whether all

essential skillswill have distinctly difierent and identifiable elements (learning outcomes)

at all eight leveis. Sotne skills will stretch further up the les CIS that I others. Australia has

decided to develop descriptions of skills for the lowest three levels, whereas the United

Kingdom has identified lour levels of skill.
Pragmatism suggests that all essential skills would be visible at level I Ind some

ccxitild extend through the Framerewrk. Essential skills would not necessarily be recognised

at all levels within the Qualifications Intmcwork, but the process could begin at, say, levels

I to 3.

How can essential and generic skills be developed in meaningful contexts?
Some of the essential skills and generic skills can he developed in stand-alone contexts. For

example driving skills call he developed in a separate programme, and these skills will

readily transfer to different vehicles and different environments. Communications skillsit
the lower levels of the ,Vatirmal Qualilicatiom konework. can be developed as a separate

programme to be employed in a range of contexts. (:ontexts can be sitnulated to provide

opportunities to perform the skills and practise theory.
With other skills, Ihr exatnple, problem solving at National Diploma level, it is

unlikely that teaching and learning could be undertaken without familiar contexts that

present considerable cognitive challenges. III this case isolating an essential skill would be

counter-productive. The development of problem-milving skills svould have to be k osel y

integrated with other unit standards in a particular learning domain.

How can the transfer of skills to new situations be encouraged?
A key issue in implementing essential skills and generic skills is the degree to cshich skills
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transfer from one situation to another. Research in this area is limited, particularly with
regard to higher level skill transfer. Some research suggests that .niv skill transfer is limited,
,md unlikely to occur without teachilig the application oldie skill in multiple contexts and
situations over an extended period or time. Howeverissumptions are made about the
transfer of, for example, comnumications skills to other contexts in our eserydav lire. Im-
portant lac tors in inferring transferability will be the range or contexts in which the skill
Ilas been developed and applied and the frequency of application or the skill. Siinilarly, a
knowledge or the situation in which the skills are applied influences the effectiveness (tithe
transfer. Other indicators may be attitude and inotivation.

Without a great deal inure research, it will be difficult to know the best delivery
approach to take in maximising skill transfer. Inferences about the effectiveness or tr.msfer
win be best supported hi evidellee showing the range of:contexts in shich skills have been

wined. It is worthwhile enonfraging the development of essential skills and generic
skills in more than one context in order to heighten the likelihood of transfer to new
situations.

How should skills achievements be reported?
If the essential skills are not separately reported it is unlikely that they will have widespread
recognition. A common leporting language is a key concern or employers and or some
further education providers. A skills chccklist ssould be one means orachieving a common
skills language. There inay, however, be value in having .1 standard reporting format.

Ihe Recon/ of/ earning, which records unit credit within Elle Aational Qualifica-
tion.% knnnewurk, could Corm part or the v, !der reporting on student achievements in the
essential skills. Reporting of allies einem in the essential skills could however he left to
edo,..tt ion .111d training providers. 'Ms ss Mild not preclude the development of a common

reporting framework. L'Illess carefully coordinated, this approadi could lead to inconsist-
ency in reporting the skills.

If separate units in the essential skills ,tre developed, consistent reporting on the
Recotd twruing is straightfmward. Integration of the skills into subject-based units and
the lack of-separate national reporting of essential skills may not provide the information
employers and others are seeking.

It is anticipated that generic skills units ss ill continue to Ile deseloped registeted

on the .V111(1,1,11 kranwu'ork.
flit. issues present .t fundamental paradox. In developing essential skills and generic

skillsit is necessary to embed die skills ss 'thin spci lIe contexts, but in order to enhance the
likelihood of tiansfet of (he skills to nes situations they need to be separately identified
and repotted.

The role of standaids setting bodies and of providers or education and training will
be rut ial to the des eliipment of the essential and generic skills in learners. The issues
insols ell in adiieving nansierability of skills and in satislau ouul teporting skill COV.op-
mem s% ill hallenge built. liii' suktessItil inclusion of a skills emphasis iiithin a wide range
if plogiammes will requile the initiative, nnagination and professionalism of trainers and
(caching stall.
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Models

There are many different ways that essential skills could he recognised within the National
Qualificatims hnmeu'ork. Ihe following fimr models represent the main options:

Model 1: The Separation Model
Separate assessment and reporting of (he essential skills would he undertaken by providers
of education and training.l.here would be no direct linkage to the National Qualification.,
i'ramcwork Although assessment and reporting principles could he promulgated at the
national level. no assessment. moderation or reporting, of assessments would he under-
taken be the New Zealand Qualil;Lations Authority.

'lite reporting of essential skillscotild he incorporated within the optional Rco;slof
Jcbicrement being piloted liv the Ministry of kdtkation. l'se of the Word or-lebierement
would be extended beyond school.

Some generic skills units WMIld be registered on the Eurmeuw(k. where these arc not
restricted by context. Remaining generic skills ssoukl be built into a range of unit stand-
ards.
Advantage: Flexibility for prov.cers to assess an(1 ieport on e5sciilial

skills to Ineet local requiletnents.
I )isadvantages: A lack of national consistency in as..essinent anti reporting

of achievements in the essential skills.
here is also a risk that the skills will not he given

appropriate rerognition in learnMg programmes.

Model 2: The Adjunct Model
The essential skills and a range ()Igen/Tic skilisssould be des dops,1 into units at appropri-
ate levels oldie kmmework. Reporting would he straight IM tt ard as unii, and t !edit gained
LL ould be hsted on the Rewrilorl.earning.

I. 'nits in this model would he contextually free. They would not speLi: Lontent or
in what context the skills are acquired. Standards would he somewhat ge,eralied. I h.livcry
(lithe Link', loUld be implemented in a number of \Lays. but generally they v mild appear as
an adjunt t ill other units drawn from partiLular learning domains. Ihey tould however he
delivered independently.
Ads antage: A stiaightforward me.ms of ensurmg national ((insistent L-

in assessing and I quirt ing the essential skills and a Lingc

of generic skills.
)isadsantages: sett.ng L ontext lice standards.

A i isk (hat essentiahleills and generic skills units ill he di \ ed

) ! 7,
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1"rom real and stimulating contexts. The success of the model hinges On
providers developing well-integrated programmes.

See Appeodix 3 for an example from the English General National Vocational Qualifica-
tion.

Model 3: The Integrated Model
In this model elements (learning, outcomes) would be identilied across a wide range of
skills areas. This xx ould include all of the essential skills and a large range of generic skills
mi. as. For example. in the essential skill of communications the various skills of listening,
reading and \\ (it ing. presenting information giaphically, etc would be identified and \\ rit-
lel in the form of elements. Ihe elements would then be assigned to a level within the

,Vattonal Qualificattaw hanteleynk. Elements %mold not be artanged into units, except
perhaps in m(me entry level units where skills are based on kilo:sledge olprocesSex. Instead .
hey would be placed in a bank that could be drawn on by unit writers.

)eeelopers of units in every kl111(717114d0111,611 would have ,ki'ess to the Standard-

ised ell'Illen1`, and (Mild Seleit efeilietits rele ant to units in their own learnim: domains.
integiated approach ss ould ensure that \kills were developed within a relevant con-

text.
Reporting :ould be undertaken by schools and other education and training pro-

\ ideis in the optional Rnmq of Achicivment. Alternatively, a computer system could be

des ised \\ hich would use the database of unit standards to link elements in essential skills
and generic skills With an individual learner's achievements. Hie comptuer would generate
a profile of the ikdb in a supplementary report on essential and generic skills. This would
add some additional cost to the syst..m.

Signilik ant both Ryon ing alternatives suffer limn a lack of transparency for both

learners and industry.
1:1s.mta!ies: A standardised language of skills, which at the same time

prICif contexts to be ,t5sodated ix tdi each skill.
Standardised essential skills and a wide range of generic
skills kanbe identilied and iiworporated xithin partkular
unit standards.

I /isadantage: Nit ineihanism for simple and tr.msparent reporting of
"ssentialand generic skills.

Model 4: Combination model
In tin,. [nude]. femmes of the adjunk t and integiated models ale sombined. 'ontexts woukl

be assoi kited with cat h ono standatd and a straightlOrward method of reporting would be

emplin ed.
Instead of laige units being developed in each ()I the essential skills and generic

skiM. the skills sxoold be bioken down into smaller units It pkally tomplising I or 2
Seveial units might be requited to coicr all the components within a single

essewial skill om generic skill
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Essential skills units could men be linked to units in learning domains to provide a

context. 'I'he learning domain units would specify the essentialor generic skills unit as a co-

requisite. The units could also specify a range statement ir each clement of the essential

skill or generic skill unit to ensure that identifiable standards could beapplied.

One complication is that credit may be gained for the same essentialskillor generic

skill unit in several different contexts. Then are at least two possible ways to address this.

Essentialand generic skills units could have no credit, and the credit value would he added

to the learning domain unit standard. Alternatively, qualifications could specify a required

amount of credit in essential and generic skills unit standards.

Advantage: Straightforward assessment and reporting for the Record
I'Learnin,g, while also allowing a context to be associated

with each skill.

Disadvantage: Some complication is added to the National
Qualifications homework.

Implementing an essential skills and
generic skills policy

.I'he scope of these proposals, in formally recognising essential and generic skills, has con-

siderable iinplications for the qualifications system and fOr teaching and learning.

An increase in emphasis on broad transferable skills, in addition to knowledge and

skills within More specific domains, will require new strategies for delivery systems. The

Neu, Zealawl Curriculum Entmcwolk already demands these changes in schools, but any

formalisation of' essential skills within the National Qualifications homework will impact

on other providers in the tertiary sector and industry training. New approaches to teaching

and learning can be achieved only' by experimenting with new approaches incorporating a

conunitment to staff training. It will take some time for a skills emphasis to co-exist with

traditional subject or occupational ppro.k hes to learning.
Whichever model is preferred, there will be always he a tension between ensuring

that skills arc developed in meaningfid contextsind being able to report on the transfer of

essential and generic skills.
Sonic of the approaches outlined in the models would impact on unit develop-

mem, ret ording and reporting systems in the National Qualiflottiom hamenwrk. (lianges

to t urrem systems would probably have to oct ur gradually. All unit standards have expiry

dates assigned at the time of registration. As unit standards come up for review they could

he examined for consistency with the essential and generic skills plcy to mplement the
adjunct or combination model a bank of essential and generic skills unit standards would

have to be developed. I Ills would take some time, and unit standards would already havc

9
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been developed for most industries and learning domains. Long-term review of unit stand-
ards would be inevitable.

If reporting of essential skills and generic skills is to be built into the Record of
Learning, modifications to the reporting system arc necessary. Further development oldie
certification system for the Qualifications Framework would be required. On the other
hand, Records of Achievement could become the cent tal vehicle for reporting essential skills
The promotion and further development of the Record of Achievement, particularly in the
tertiary sector, would be necessary for this approach to succeed.
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Record of Achievement - skills list
NO I I Within each skills section, tick the ho\ or bows that clesuibeko this student s
achievements Please attempt to rill in each scction

Output
p

Frequentl est.ectis requirements lot ssork set
Complktes ssork set

( icnicjcic.s oos( woik set
ompletes some work set

Presentation
P \X'

Presentation of ten Lreatise and imaginanse
Presentation sareful. act. Wale

Plesentation ineets requirements
Presentation sometimes meets requirellients

Self-Organisation
p

Is s cli (Kg.inised and meets targets

( wick-talk \tell oigaillwd. iiieuis Most talgets
Des eloping organisational skills
Manages Ihst %shell Lltrsely supervised

Co-operation

SI1055s sensitis us to odic!,

tisely insolsed tn olganising ic. tii tiles
ciii i iliate, in ti is lite,

'conietinic., contractile, to Ai. tic me,

Other Comments on WORK SKILLS

2 1
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Section B: Communication Skills

Fluency in languages other than English (State)

Speaking
Speaks i.onridelniv before a 1.1Ige audienix

A1.6'11111'25 vic,S poim (0 .1 wour
-onuibilk, Idea. l0 (kb 11,1011

III WIth lIllibIS

Able to arti,Ulate Ill OpI111011

Listening
I ist(11, lareftIlly .111d mists sletails I Font spoken 111.1ICIlal

Comprehends k1lmple5 oral instills non.
Comprellends straiglitrorward oial insults non.
`+ecks ,laritisation when 11115e1 tam

Writing
I, ill,: riirt..ki.ouni. planation

Is able Ill \ a 1, lick \ Hanannn "1111 Stud.'"
Filits and prool reads
Argues a point or vicw Cis cly

\\ 'rifts linaginIlt"r1 With Ill iglnaln(

Reading
l'nderstands subtle and soplitstualed %%limn material
Understand, most %5 linen material
l'Ildeistands mammal %%I itten 111 straightlomaid .1% lc

I limited reading skills
Dis,ritilinates between fact and opinion

Visual Media
CSC. Sisual media ittiagillativeb and/iii itli otiplialm to blimey a nies.age

%iStial media elle, tively to muck a illesSage
. \ [tempts Ill Me VIShIlI media to ,limeN a message

'1111e1 .tand. and intetpret 5 1,1111 media

Simple maul ial

Other Comments on COMMUNICATION SKILLS
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Gathering Information
Locates and sekiis ak-sant information/data from a Nanct of soutccs
1.0cates and selects relevant information/data
`iiimetimes locatzs and selects relevant inMrmation/data

Processing Information
Oiganises and processes complex information/data appropriately and accurately
()rganhies and processes sitople information/data
With guidance is able to process inli.rmat ion/data

Analysing Information
Analyses a variety 01 complex information/data and draws stud conclusions
Analyses variety of straightforward information/data and dr.15% 5 silts1 l.011,11111011s

Allenlpls to analyse information/data

Other Comments on INFORMATION HANDLING SKILLS

Seciipn D: Solving Problems,

Demonstrates originality and/or inventisOW', ill sok int; problems

Solves problems by applying appropriate techniques
Sometimes solves problems bs applying appropriate techniques
Attempts (0 apply lel iiiiiques toward', solving problems

Other Comments

Performs calculations with accuracy
Perfoi ins calculations cs ith teasonable acc uracy
Pullin ins cakulations with guidance
Makes leasonable estilllates and approximations
Krim..., cc hen teNtilis and measulements are reasonable

Other Comments
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Section F: Physical Performance Skills

Co-ordination
Demonstrates sup(rior i.o-ordinat i(In
)emonstrates good Lo-ordin.nion

l)emonstrates limited co-ordimuion

Performs at
a high keel
an intermediate

led
with

distint I ion
good tedmique
do eloping tethnique

in tstate Ati% IR I

Using Equipment
I las &selved a high loci cif skill III 11,111 (state equipment)

I las deldOpell eIei1iei1i.ir \ skill iii i.ig ,1.1W 041111,111CM)

I las developed t,iiiiihi.irii iii ...in!. RIM(' eqttiçiilieiii

Other Comments on PHYSICAL/PERFORMANCE SKILLS
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Personal Qualities

'rick the appropriate box for Ore observed behaviour.

L'sualh Sometimes 'seldom

Is reliable

Is mot kated

'slums initiative

is LOW-R.011s

ReI.1 les casill 10 Others

'lakes responstbiliiv

ptuktual

Is sooperative

I'erseveres

( onside!s the siess, and feelings or odlers

General Comments
.omment5 on qualities noi already osered e.g. 111.111.1. dignity. sell esteem. leaderhip. resourcefulness.

readiness to l0111;111111ka1e, IlllfiIiI.lIe. assarencss III (idler Ltintires. maturity. honesty. independente.
italit. enthusiasm. kheurfidness. sense III iltlllllllll. tare for others.

- 5
f't
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AppendiX 2 \,)

Ministry of Education essential skills (Nga Tino Pukenga)
The New Zealand Curriculum specifies eight groupings of essential skills to be developed
by all students across the whole curriculum throughout the years of schooling. These cat-
egories encompass other important groups of skills, such as creative skills, valuing skills,
and practical life skills.

The eight groupings of essential skills are:

Communication skills
Numeracy skills
Information skills
Problem-solving skills
Self-management and competitive skills
Social and cooperative skills
Physical skills
Work and study skills

All the essential skills are important ifstudent, are to achieve their potential and to
participate Cully in society, including the world of work. In planning learning programmes,
sihools need to ensure that all students have the opport unity to develop the full range of
the issential skills to the best of their ability.

The categories are simply convenient labels fOr grouping the essential skills and
attributes which all students need to develop. These skills cannot be developed in isolation.
I hey will be developed through the essential learning areas and in different contexts across
the curriculum. By relating the development of skills to the contexts in which they are
used, both in the classroom and in the wider world, school programmes will provide learn-
ing which students can see to be relevant, meaningful, and useful to them.

A number of the essential skills may be develoi.ed through group activities. Fur-
thermore, many of the skills will enable individuals to operate more eliectively in group
situations. Students will learn io work in cooperative waysind to partitipate confidently
in I COM petitive environment.

The curriculum will challenge all students to succeed to the best of their ability.
Individual students will develop the essential skills to different degrees and at difierent
rates.

Communkation Skills
tudems will:

nommuninate nompetently and confidently by listening, speaking, reading,
and writing, and by using other forms of nom munkat ion where appropriate;

BLS'l COPY AVAILABLE
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convey and receive information, instructions. ideas and feelings appropriately
and efkctivelv in a range of different cultural, language, and social contexts;
develop skills of discrimination and critical analysis in relation to the media,
and to aural and visual messages from other sources;
argue a case clearly, logically and convincingly;
become competent in using new information and communication technolo-
gies, including augmented communication fOr people with disabilities.

Numeracy Skills
Students will:

calculate accurately;
estimate proficiently and with confidence;
use calculators and a range of measuring instruments confidently and compe-
tently;
recognise, understand, analyse, and respond to infOrmation which is presented
in mathematical ways, for example, in graphs, tables, charts, or percentages;
organise infOrmation to support logic and reasoning;
recognise and use numerical patterns and relationships.

Information Skills
Students will:

identify, locate, gather. store, retrieve, and process information I.rom a range of
sources;
organise, analyse, synthesize, evaluate, and use information;
present information cleady. logically, concisely, and accurately;
identify, describe, and interpret different points of view, and distinguish fact
front opinion;
use a range of information-retrieval and infOrmation-processing technologies
confidently and coin petently.

Problem-solving Skills
Students will:

think critically, creatively, reflectively and logically;
exercise imagination, initiative, and flexibility;
identifV, describe. and redefine a problem;
analyse problems front a variety of difivrent perspectives;
make connections and establkh rdationships;
inquire and research, and explore, generate and develop ideas;
try out innovative and original ideas;
design and make;

117
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test ideas and solutions, and make decisions on the basis of experience and
supporting evidence;
evaluate processes and solutions.

Self-management and Competitive Skills
Students will:

set, evaluate, and achieve realistic personal goals;
manage time effectively;
show initiative, commitment, perseverance, courage, and enterprise;
adapt to new ideas, technologies, and situations;
develop constructive approaches to challenge and change, stress and conflict,
competition, and success and failure;
develop the skills of self-appraisal and self-advocacy;
achieve self-discipline and take responsibility fOr their own actions and deci-
sions;

develop self-esteem and personal integrity;
take increasing responsibility for their own health and safety, including the
development of skills fOr protecting the body from harm and abuse;
develop a range of practical life skills, such as parenting, budgeting, con-
sumer, transport, and household maintenance skills.

Social and Co-operative Skills
Students will:

develop good relationships with others, and work in co-operative ways to
achieve common goals;
take responsibility as a member of a group fOr jointly-decided actions .md
decisions;
participate appropriately in a range of social and cultural settings;
learn to recognise, analyse, and respond appropriately to discriminatory prac-
tices and behaviours;
acknowledge individual differences and demonstrate respect fiir the rights of'
all people;
demonstrate consideration fOr others through qualities such as integrity, reli-
ability, trustworthiness, caring or compassion faroha), fairness, diligence, tol-
erance ( rangimarie), and lumpitality or generosity (manaakitanga);
develop a sense of responsibility fOr the well-being of others and for the envi-
ronment:
participate effectively as responsible citizens in a demoirati( society;
develop the ability to negotiate and reach Lonsensus.
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Physical Skills
tudents will:

develop personal fitness and health through regular exercise, good hygiene,
and healthy diet:
develop locomotor, non-locomotor, and manipulative skills;
develop basic first aid skills;
develop specialised skills related to sporting, recreational, and cultural activi-

ties;
learn to use tools and materials efficiently and safely;
develop relaxation skills.

Work and Study Skills
',indents will:

work effectively, both independently and in groups;
build on their own learning experiences, cultural backgrounds and preferred
learning styles;
develop sound work habits;
take increasing responsibility for their own learning and work;
develop the desire :Ind skills to continue learning throughout life;
make career choices on the basis of realistic information and self-appraisal.

" 9
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Appendix 3

General National Vocational Qualifications:
Unit in problem solving, level 3
3.1 Clarify the nature of a problem

a the methods and resources used will lead to efficient and full clarification
of problems
the information needed and appropriate sources from which it can be ob-
tained are accurately identified
all available evidence is taken into account
clarification is sufficiently detailed to allow decisions to be taken on ap-
proaches to solving the problem
clarification clearly distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant and im-
portant and unimportant aspects of the problem

Range
Complexity of problems to be tackled: problems not obvious from the signs and symp-
zoms: problems concerning routine operational matters; problems concerning non-routine
operational mat ters
.2.larification methods: will be specific to the occupational context (eg in engineering -
running a fault diagnosis programme; in care consulting with people in a situation etc.);
selected from a range given by others; determined by the individual

3.2 Decide how to find a solution to a problem
a signs and syrnptoms of the problem are identified accurately and response

made within an appropriate timescale
b alternative possibilities are adequately explored before being rejected
c the activities decided on are appropriate to the nature (tithe problem and

will allow a solution to be found
d the activities decided on make good use of available resources

Range
Complexity of problems to be tackled: problems obvious front the signs and symptoms;
problems not obvious from the signs and symptoms; problems affected by a limited number
of factors only; problems affected by a bmad range of factors; problems concerning routine
operational matters; problems concerning non-routine operational matters
Choice of activities: selected by the individual (eg asking/informing a supervisor. Wow-
ing a given procedure, consulting a tuanual, reflecting using previous knowledge, consult-
ing with experts); selected fmm A rang yen by others

3(1
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3.3 Judge the appropriateness of potential solutions to a problem
a the strengths and weaknesses of each solution are accurately identified
b the advantages and limitations of different solutions are accurately com-

pared
c criteria provided for judging solutions are applied in full
d the evidence needed and appropriate sources from which it can be ob-

tained are accurately identified
e all available evidence is taken into account
f conclusions drawn are appr .,riate and can be justified

Range
Complexity of problems to be tackled: problems obvious from the signs and symptoms;
problems not obvious from the signs and symptoms; problems affected by a limited number
of factors; problems affected by a broad range of factors; problems concerning routine
operational matters; problems concerning non-routine operational matters
Solutions: Criteria for judging solutions are given to the individual; there is more than one
acceptable solution to the problem; the evidence for judging solutions is readily available;
the evidence for judging solutions has to he sought out by the individual

3.4 Evaluate the implementation of a solution to a problem
a criteria provided for evaluation are applied in full
b evaluation is carried out at appropriate times according to the nature of the

problem and the solution being implemented
c strengths and weaknesses of the solution are clearly identified
d the evidence needed and appropriate sources from which it can be ob-

tained are accurately identified
c all available evidence is taken into account
f conclusions drawn are appropriate and can be justified

recommendations from evaluations are implemented without undue delay

Range
Complexity of problems to be tackled: problems obvious from the signs and symptoms;
problems not obvious from the signs and symptoms; problems affected by a limited number
of factors; problems affected by a broad range of flit:tors; problems concerning routine
operational matters; problems concerning non-routine operational matters
Evaluations: criteria for evaluation given to the individual; solutions implemented by the
individual or by others; evidence liar evaluating different solutions is readily available; evi-
dence for evaluating different solutions has to be sought out by the individual

31
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Appendix 4 Glossary

ACCREDTEATION (of national standards bodies) - a process for ensuring that national stand-
ards bodies have the capability, including quality management systems, to register assessors
(see also GENERAL ACCREDITATION, GROUP ACCREDITATION and UNIT ACCREDITATION).

ACCREDITATION (of providers) a process for ensuring that providers have the capability,
including management of quality, to deliver and assess unit standards.

ADVISORY GROUP - a group of advisers appointed by the Qualifications Authority to act in
place of a national standards body, where no such body exists in an area of learning.

ASSESSMENT - a process of collecting and interpreting evidence of competence or achieve-

ment.

ASSESSOR - see REGISTERED ASSESSOR

AUDIT - see QUALITY" AUDIT

CERTIFIGAIT - documentary evidence that a qualification has been awarded.

COMPEI the application of knowledge, skills and attitudes to the standard required.

CREDIT - a value assigned to a unit standard that reflects the relative time and effort re-
quired to achieve its outcomes.

CREDIT TRANSFER - a process of transferring credits between programmes that lead to a
nationally registered qualification.

DELIVERY - teaching and learning approaches, context and content, resources, and assess-

ment tasks.

DOMAIN - a term describing a specific area of learning at unit standard level, defined in the
Index of Unit Standards and National Qualifications.

ELEMENT - the learning that must be demonstrated for successful completion of a unit
standard.

ESSEN HAI. SKII IS - tnose identified by the Ministry of Education in the New Zealand Cur-
riculum Framework as fundamental fbr learners in achieving their full potential and partici-

pation in society.

I it- t - a term describing a broad arca of learning, corresponding to an ISCED field and
defined in the Index of Unit Standards and National Qualifications (see also Slit-HELD and
DOMAIN).

CI NI RM 0 t.1211)11A1 R iN - accreditation of a provider to offer programmes based on all
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National Certificate and National Diploma unit standards up to level 7 of the Framework.

GENERIC sKII LS - those common, and generally fundamental to, a range of learningdo-

mains.

GROUP .A(VRL Din noN - accreditation of a provider to offer programmes based on a number
of unit standards in a specified field, sub-field or domain up to a specified level.

INDEX OF UNIT S FANDARDs AND NATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS - a database that defines fields,

sub-fields and domains, used for naming qualifications and unit standards, and in associat-

ing unit standards for prOvider accreditation.

INDUSTRY TRAININ(; ORGANISATION - a body recognised by the Education and Training Sup-

port Agency as the national standards body and training co-ordinator for its industry sec-

tor.

LEVELS the eight levels of the National Qualifications Framework.

MODERM'ION CM AsqSS.SIL N I - a process for ensuring the consistency of assessment with the

required standard.

NATIONAL. QUALIFICATIONS FILANIEWORK - collectively, all nationally registered qualifications

and the nationally registered uni.: standards from which they are derived. Implicit is a

defined and logical relationship berween them.

NA I'IONAI I ANDARDS 11)11 s - represent all major user groups connected with a field, sub-

field or domain (for example, health sciences) and have responsibility for thc development,
evaluation, endorsement and maintenance of all unit standards and qualifications in that

category. Used as a generic term for National Standards Bodies, Industry Training Organi-

sations, whakaruruhau and Qualifications Authority advisory groups.

PERH)RMANCE CRITLRIA - statements of the standard against which the attainmentof ele-

ments or outcomes is assessed.

PROvIDFR - an individual or organisation providing education or training.

QUAI ii IcATION - a named combination of unit standards that has been endorsed by a na-

tional standards body and registered by the Qualifications Authority.

QUAI I m .1); - a process for ensuring the effectiveness of a provider's or national stand-

ards body's overall systems for the management of quality; a function of the Authority.

QUAL liv MANAGI MI N I - a structure and process of improvement through self-evaluation,
implemented by a provider or national standards body to ensurc that standards required by

the Authority are met and maintained; a prerequisite for accreditation.

Ri «u,NI lit SN hut ill II ARNING - a process of awarding credits for unit standards in the

National Qualifications Framework where the learning outcomes have been acquired out-

side the Framework.
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RECORD OF ACI-IIENIEMENT - a method of reporting on a range of learner achievements in-
cluding national and local qualifications, skills, personal attributes, responsibilities, and
extra-curricular activities.

RECORD O LEARNING - a document that contains details of credits awarded to an individual
for the completion of unit standards and national qualifications.

REGISTERED ASSLSSOR - an assessor appointed by a national standards body to conduct as-

sessments of individuals against unit standards.

REGISTRATION OF PRIVATE liAINING ESTUII ISHMENTS - a process for ensuring that a private

training establishment has the capability to provide a sound and stable learning environ-
ment.

REGISTRATION 01 t.Nrr STANDARDS AND Qt.:AUER:AI IONS a process for ensuring that unit
standards and qualifications have been evaluated and endorsed by national standards bod-
ies as representing an acceptable and exclusive national standardmd so registered with the
Authority.

S TANDARDS - nationally registered statements of education and training outcomes and their
associated performance criteria. See also UNIT SIANDARD.

S TANDARDS-BASED ASSIssmENT - a process of collecting and interpreting evidence of compe-
tence or achievement that are measured in terms of the elements and performance criteria
specified within unit standards.

SuB-Fin u - a term describing a specific area of education or training at qualification level,
corresponding to an ISCED sub-field and defined in the Index of Unit Standards and Na-
tional Qualifications.

INFT see UNIT S TANDARD.

UNIT ACCREDVIAI ioN accreditation of a provider to offer a specific unit standard or unit
standards.

UNIT SIANDARD a nationally registered set of element or outcome statements and their
associated performance criteria, with administrative information.

USER GRI )lP - all those who derive direct or indirect benefit from a qualification and its
component unit standards; generally includes learners, qualified individuals, professional
associations, employees and employers, all of whom may be represented, along with pro-
viders, in national standards bodies.

WHAKARURVIIAI - a national standards body representing the Maori interest in the devel-
opment of unit standards and national qu, lineations, in both Maori-specific areas and the

total Framework.
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